The high rates, the high delivery fees are not going to go away- our politicians are in way to deep to really do anything about it. Of course they will get in front of the cameras, the press and act like they care however it is a smoke and mirror show. Basically we all should stop living in Never Never Land and realize the government is not working for us- we are working for them! We are the puppets, and they feed us the lines and act like they are going to solve the problems however it is a HUGE conflict of interest because Eversource PAYS some of our government... and we all know MONEY talks!!

Eversource does not care that we have to basically sit in the dark, unplug items before we leave, skimp on paying other bills or getting food to pay them - because they know they are the only ones in town we have 2 choices: TAKE it or LEAVE it! And the government does not care about us, the working fools (formerly known as the working class). Connecticut cares NOTHING about us, just the money from our checks, money from the crooks at Eversource, and smiling pretty for the camera!

Regards,

Shawna Margaret